TRAILERING CAMERA SYSTEM
FOR SIERRA HD, SIERRA 1500, CANYON AND YUKON/YUKON XL

MULTIPLE CAMERAS.
MULTIPLE VANTAGE POINTS.
CONFIDENCE IN TRAILERING.

Some vehicles are shown with equipment from an independent supplier. GM Licensed and Integrated Business Partner Associated Accessories are covered under the accessory-specific manufacturer’s warranty and are not warranted by GM or its dealers.

GM is not responsible for the safety or quality of independent supplier alterations.

1 Non-GM warranty. The IntelliHaul Trailering Camera System by EchoMaster® provides a 3-year/36,000-mile manufacturer’s warranty. For details on the warranty provided by EchoMaster® [Power Brand of AAMP Global], please call (866) 766-2267.

October 2016. For the most updated information, go to AIC > Sales / Marketing > Marketing > Associated Accessories > EchoMaster > EchoMaster Sierra Trailering Camera System Product Summary.
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. Tax and installation extra. See dealer for details.

Non-GM warranty. The IntelliHaul Trailering Camera System by EchoMaster® provides a 3-year/36,000-mile manufacturer’s warranty. For details on the warranty provided by EchoMaster® (Power Brand of AAMP Global), please call (866) 766-2267.

Not compatible with I03 and I0B Radios.

Must be equipped with one of the following part numbers: 19353504, 19355213, 19355214 and 19355215.

**PART #** | **DESCRIPTION** | **VEHICLE** | **MIRROR STYLE** | **MSRP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
19353504 | Trailering Camera System | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD [equipped with IntelliLink 4”/8” screens] | Trailering Extension Mirror | $999
19355213 | Trailering Camera System | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD [equipped with IntelliLink 4”/8” screens] | Standard Sideview Mirror | $999
19355214 | Trailering Camera System | 2016-17 Canyon | Standard Power Folding Mirrors | $999
19355215 | Trailering Camera System | 2016-17 Yukon/Yukon XL [equipped with IntelliLink 4”/8” screens] | Standard Sideview Mirror | $999
19353488 | Single-Camera Wireless Towing Package | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD [equipped with IntelliLink 4”/8” screens] | | $699
19355216 | Center Brake Light Camera | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD | | $499
19353510 | Optional Wireless 2.4G Camera | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD | | $349
19355304 | Optional Center Brake Light Camera | 2014-17 Sierra 1500 and 2015-17 Sierra 2500HD/3500HD [equipped with 19353504 or 19355213 Trailering Camera System] | | $199

**OPTIONAL 2.4G WIRELESS CAMERA**
- Add an optional 2.4G Wireless Camera to monitor cargo or livestock inside the truck bed or trailer
- Same model/mounting as the included Rear Trailer Camera
- See more with a 120-degree viewing angle
- Dust- and moisture-resistant camera housing (IP68)

**OPTIONAL CENTER BRAKE LIGHT CAMERA**
- Assist in Fifth-Wheel/Gooseneck connection
- Cannot be used in combination with the Optional 2.4G Wireless Camera pictured at left
- Also available as a Single Camera System

**FOR THE COMPLETE PORTFOLIO OF GMC ACCESSORIES, VISIT YOUR LOCAL GMC DEALER OR GMC.COM/ACCESSORIES.**